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Jan 23: The Resilient Leader: Skills to Boost Your Leadership Abilities and Strengths
In this session you will learn about 7 ways to grow your leadership abilities and foster resilience on the part of yourself and those you lead. You
will receive a personal profile of your strengths and weaknesses across the 5 strengths that make an excellent and resilient leader Integrity,
Mentoring, Aligned Values, Results, & Connection to the job. We will evaluate your top leadership priorities and learn if the time allocated to
each is a match. We will assess your self rating of your leadership abilities and determine whether you tend to overestimate those abilities. And
then well delve into 5 concrete skills to boost each of the 5 strengths of resilient leadership. Participants will learn how to convey integrity to
direct reports, about the Optimism Gap that exists between leaders and employees (and how to bridge it); and how to align personal values with
the values of your organization for optimal performance on the part of both individuals and teams.
Dr. Andrew Shatté is the founder and President of Phoenix Life Academy. He is a fellow with the Brookings Institution where he facilitates
programs for high-level audiences from the Department of Defense, Homeland Security, the IRS, NASA, the CIA, and all branches of the
military. He served as adjunct Assistant Professor of Psychology at the University of Pennsylvania from 2000 to 2006, and was a highly
decorated teacher in 2003, he was voted the best professor by students in the School of Arts and Sciences and in 2006 he received the Dean's
Award for Distinguished Teaching. Dr. Shatté has devoted his career to understanding the psychological aspects of motivation, leadership, and
resilience and to developing programs to optimize human performance in a wide array of arenas - the workplace, in health, in academics, and in
sports. Dr. Shatté is co-author of meQuilibrium and The Resilience Factor.

Feb 27: Becoming a Great Listener: A Critical Skill for Managers and Executives
This program focuses on a critical skill for managers and executives: listening. While the most admired managers are good listeners, others
take short cuts by faking attention, making assumptions, using rehearsed responses, fading in and out of conversations, and failing to retain
pertinent information. Effective leaders are the ones who understand the power of listening strategically to build key relationships and influence
others. In this workshop, you will diagnose your own listening skills and learn practical listening techniques for becoming an authentic leader.
Participants will learn the secret to better listening, how to reduce the costs of poor listening, how to use inquiry to your advantage, how to gain
attention and understanding, and when NOT to listen.
Dr. Kittie W. Watson, President and founder of Innolect Inc., is an organizational communication expert and specialist in strategic issues
management, leadership transformation, and change implementation. With over 15 books, Listen Up! was published in seven languages (St.
Martins Press). She was featured on ABCs 20/20 as a listening expert and in popular publications including: American Medical News,
Bottom-line Personal, Money, Glamour, and Home Office Computing. Dr. Watson serves as an expert witness and is regularly interviewed by
the media.

Mar 21: Optimize Your Time and Focus to Make Your Best Even Better
This session is designed to engage, inform and equip participants with the tools, mindset and practices to improve their productivity by 20% or
more every day. Managing email, attending meetings, planning projects...these are all the types of work our clients say they need to do more
effectively and more efficiently. This program is designed to help get more of the right things done, faster and easier, using the tools and
systems we all have access to. Learn what top performers know about productivity and effective leadership. Learn specific time management
and productivity insights that you can implement immediately at your office and with your team!
Jason W. Womack, MEd, MA sees the world differently. He doesnt deny there are 24 hours in the day, but he defies low expectations for what
can be accomplished in that time. The author of the business development books Your Best Just Got Better: Work Smarter, Think Bigger, Make
More, (Wiley, 2012) and The Promise Doctrine: A System for Consistently Delivering on Your Promises (2010). Jason shows that working longer
hours doesnt have to be your only choice to increase your productivity and performance. He teaches practical solutions to everyday workflow
that will free you up to focus on your bigger leadership goals and projects.

Apr 17: Authentic Leadership: Build Trust, Communicate With Impact, and Inspire Others
This workshop addresses professional success from a practical perspective. Building on scholarship and real world experience, Dr. Dewett uses
funny and emotional stories to discuss how to take your team and your career to the next level. Leadership is explored through aspects of
communication, decision-making, motivation, managing change, and creating a culture of accountability. Dr. Dewett addresses your core
personal and people-related challenges at work using the lens of authenticity. Following thought provoking discussion and activities, you will
leave with several useful takeaways you can put to use immediately. Join Dr. Dewett for a memorable day of laughing and learning.
Dr. Dewett is one of the worlds most followed leadership personalities. He is an expert on authenticity, a best selling author at LinkedIn Learning
and Lynda.com, a TEDx speaker, and an Inc. Magazine Top 100 leadership speaker. Todd is a former award-winning professor whose speaking
clients include: ExxonMobil, General Electric, State Farm, and many more. He has been quoted widely, including the New York Times,
BusinessWeek, TIME, and Forbes. After beginning his career with Andersen Consulting and Ernst & Young he completed his PhD in
Organizational Behavior at Texas A&M University. He has since delivered over 1000 professional speeches and created a body of work that has
motivated millions of professionals around the world.

May 08: Critical Success Factors for Women Leaders
In this session, women leaders will examine their own profile of success and areas for development. They will also focus on the key ingredients
that continue to hold women back: not developing and articulating a leadership vision, not paying attention to the political landscape, and not
strengthening the breadth and depth of relationships. They will leave this session with practical tools and individual insights to apply in their
current roles.
Sara N. King is principal of Optimum Insights, Inc., a private consulting firm, that is devoted to helping leaders assess their potential and
increase their performance. During 25 years in leadership development, she has served thousands of executives in Fortune 500 companies,
government agencies, educational institutions and nonprofits. She has published many books including the recently revised, " Discovering the
Leader in You".

May 22: Critical Thinking: A Key Element Necessary to Reach the Best Decisions
High quality decisions have always been essential for strong business performance. Yet with the increasing speed, complexity and data
availability in today's competitive environment, superior decision skills are more important than ever. This workshop will help you improve your
decision-making skills by offering behavioral insights into how people actually think and make decisions. It then teaches the advanced critical
thinking skills and creative strategies needed to manage unfamiliar, highly complex problems or decisions that involve significant uncertainty.
Dr. John Austin is an award-winning teacher and facilitator with experience working with executives and practicing managers on six continents.
He also teaches executives at The Wharton School`s Aresty Institute of Executive Education, Georgetown University, and Duke Corporate
Education. His work has been has been mentioned in a number of media outlets including CNN, The Wall Street Journal and Barron`s. is the
author of Unquestioned Brilliance: Navigating a Fundamental Leadership Trap

Jun 12: The Art of Diagnosis: Solving the Right Problem the First Time
The Art of Diagnosis provides new insights into how individuals and teams can solve the right problem the first time. The critical challenge is that
all too often when tackling problems, individuals and teams suffer from a set of biases and impediments that cause them to focus prematurely on
problem solving and "jump to solutions". In contrast, this program focuses on the art of comprehensively formulating problems before solving
them. Participants will learn a variety of specific and proven processes to help them and their teams solve the right problem the first time.
Dr. Jackson Nickerson is the Frahm Family Professor of Organization and Strategy at Washington University in St. Louis Olin Business School.
He also is the Associate Dean and Director of Brookings Executive Education and a Senior Non-resident Scholar in Governance Studies at the
Brookings Institution. A prior systems engineer at NASAs Jet Propulsion Laboratory with a BSME from Worcester Polytechnic Institute and an
MSME from U.C. Berkeley, Jackson combines his engineering systems knowledge with an MBA and Ph.D. in Business Strategy both from U.C.
Berkeleys Haas School of Business. Jackson has published numerous papers in leading academic journals and is the author or editor of four
books. His latest book is entitled Leading Change from the Middle: A Practical Guide to Building Extraordinary Capabilities (Brookings, 2014).
He consults with business, government, and nonprofits on problem diagnosis, strategy, and leading change. In addition to serving on corporate
boards, Jackson is a co-founder and business director of NFORMD.NET, a new media company that provides sexual assault prevention
programs to universities and the U.S. Army.

Jul 17: Tools and Techniques for the Five Most Common Coaching Situations
The two areas in which coaching has the most dramatic impact at work are: (1) coaching to engage and develop the high potential people on
your team (2) coaching to influence your boss to increase your personal credibility and effectiveness. In this session participants will learn how
to connect developmental experiences to needs and position twelve challenges required to develop and engage the high potentials for current
and future success. We'll also examine coaching from a perspective of influencing or "coaching up" in the organization.
Bill Hawkins is an expert in leadership effectiveness and organizational change. In association with the Alliance 4 Strategic Leadership:
Coaching and Consulting, he has conducted leadership training in over twenty FORTUNE 500 companies in seventeen countries. Listed in
Who`s Who in International Business, he is a contributing author in the Peter Drucker Foundation book, "The Organization of the Future." He is
also listed in he Who`s Who in International Business.

Sep 13: Powerful Communication: Craft and Deliver your Message with Authority and Authenticity
Effective communication can impress people but powerful communication can move people to action. This course identifies the elements of
powerful communication and teaches the participants how to harness and utilize their own individual skills to become a communicator that
persuades, inspires, and transforms. The course will be highly interactive with group exercises, skills assessment, demonstrations, critiquing
and opportunity for on-site application.
Dr. Debbye Turner Bell is a veterinarian, journalist, minister, motivational speaker, wife, and mother. For three years, she served as the lead
U.S. news anchor for Arise News, a global cable news network. She hosted a daily evening news broadcast called Arise America. Currently, she
can be seen as an expert contributor to the show DOGS 101 on Animal Planet. For 11 years, Turner Bell enjoyed her role in broadcast
journalism as a staff correspondent for CBS News starting in 2001. She covered a variety of subjects, and was from time to time called upon to
cover breaking and developing news.

Oct 02: Building Workplace Trust: Optimizing Relationships, Teamwork, and Performance
Optimal relationships - relationships that fuel exceptional teamwork and performance - are built on a foundation of trust. Do you have
relationships at work that suffer from compromised trust? In this interactive session, you'll learn the only real way to repair those relationships and even optimize them - through trust building. You'll learn the sixteen behaviors driving the Dimensions of Trust: The Three Cs™. You'll get a
language to talk about trust-related issues constructively. You'll gain pragmatic trust building skills and proven, practical steps to rebuild trust
when it has been broken. You'll be positioned to shift behavior and break through to high trust, high performing relationships and teams.
Michelle L. Reina, Ph.D. along with her partner, Dennis S. Reina, Ph.D., are pioneering, preeminent experts on building and rebuilding trust to
drive business results. They are co-authors of the award-winning, best-selling books, Trust and Betrayal in the Workplace: Building Effective
Relationships in Your Organization and Rebuilding Trust in the Workplace: Seven Steps to Renew Confidence, Commitment and Energy
(Berrett-Koehler). Sought-after as thought leaders for over 20 years, they co-founded the Reina Trust Building Institute, a global enterprise
specializing in measuring, developing, and restoring workplace trust. Recently awarded the Global Strategic Leadership Award at the 2012
World HRD Congress in Mumbai, India. Their work has been featured in New York Times, Wall Street Journal, Bloombergs Business Week,
Harvard Management Update, Time, USA Today and on national radio & TV including CNN and CNBC. Most important, perhaps, given these
volatile, uncertain, complex, and ambiguous times, their work in helping leaders and organizations rebuild trust is profoundly important.

Nov 07: Breakthrough Ideas: How to Become a More Strategic Thinker
Intended for leaders who currently work with strategy, the focus of this session is on the learning aspect of strategic thinking: what it is and how
to strengthen your own strategic thinking and energize the strategic capability of your organization. Being strategically competitive in today's
chaotic and complex global environment requires a different way of looking at how we approach strategic thinking. Leaders who are tasked with
strategic responsibility must be attentive, agile, adaptive and innovative thinkers. Four key issues are addressed in this session: Why do
organizations need strategic thinkers? What is strategic thinking? Who is a strategic thinker? How can strategic thinking be developed?
Dr. Julia Sloan, author of the definitive book Learning to Think Strategically, is widely recognized for her pioneering work in the application of
complex cognitive theory to everyday global strategic thinking practice. Her work draws upon more than two decades of her own expatriate
corporate experience working on strategy to align the business agenda with prevailing economic, cultural and social issues.

Dec 05: Nobody Wins the Blame Game: Building an Accountable Workplace
In this interactive, highly practical session, we'll examine what it takes to create an environment where people are willing to step up and take
ownership for their actions and decisions. You'll learn key principles for clarifying communication, creating team cohesion, and coaching
performance that reduce "victim behavior" while fostering trust and teamwork. Discover how small but powerful changes in attitude and behavior
- reinforced every day - can yield tremendous results.
Dr. Michael Brenner, president of Right Chord Leadership LLC, is an international leadership consultant, executive coach, keynote speaker,
author, and professional musician. He has taught courses at Immaculata University, Temple University, and La Salle University in organizational
behavior, negotiations, systems dynamics, interpersonal communication, and the sociology of work. Dr. Brenner earned a doctorate in adult
learning and leadership from Columbia University and a masters degree in adult and organizational development from Temple University. He
has worked with a variety of well-known organizations including SAP, QVC, Childrens Hospital of Philadelphia, Godiva, Boeing, the Federal
Reserve Bank of Philadelphia, and Sri Lankan manufacturer Maliban. He is Past President of the Greater Philadelphia chapter of the
Association for Talent Development (ATD) and has been a featured speaker at many industry events and conferences. Dr. Brenner has
published several articles and is currently writing a book on high performance teams. An accomplished saxophone player, Dr. Brenner has
performed on stages around the world and frequently utilizes music and improvisation in his workshops to demonstrate principles of leadership
and teamwork.

Jan 29: Speak to be Heard: Influencing Others to Take Action
Stacey Hanke will help you eliminate the static that plagues communicative delivery - to persuade, sell your ideas, motivate and influence others
to act on what you have to say. She will explain the positive actions you can take to increase your impact and value to your peers, clients and
teams. This highly interactive session will show you how to immediately implement the influence skills and techniques you learn to your
day-to-day conversations. (NOTE: Participants should bring a smartphone or iPad with them to the session.)
Stacey Hanke is co-author of the book Yes You Can! Everything You Need From A To Z To Influence Others To Take Action. Her second book,
Influence Redefined, will be released in early 2017. Stacey is founder of Stacey Hanke Inc. She has trained over 15,000 people to rid
themselves of bad body language habits and choose words wisely.

Feb 28: Developmental and Performance-based Coaching for Today's Workforce
Your individual development plan may be the single most important document to advance your career. You will depart this workshop with your
personal plan and the skills and tools to coach and develop Millennials and other career minded staff members on your team. Participants will
learn and experience the connection of effective coaching and feedback to each managers team to be able to improve their ability to execute
consistently. In the majority (around 70%) of executive failures, the real problem isnt bad strategy. The real problem is bad execution, according
to the Fortune Magazine article titled, "Why CEOs Fail". At its core, execution comes down to setting clear expectations and regular coaching
and feedback.
Four-time winner of the Business Advisor of the Year in North America, John D. Lankford is passionate about development, performance and
results. An expert in executive coaching and developing leadership talent, his fun and lively approach motivates others to embrace development
and innovative ideas. As a certified Executive Coach and 4 Time Business Coach of the Year, John loves to coach leaders on his proven
coaching techniques. His impressive background is unique, boasting 23 years of corporate and 12 years of entrepreneurial experience. John
has facilitated more than two dozen mergers and acquisitions, as well as launching three businesses and ultimately selling two. John provides
hands-on, triage support that produces measurable results in real-time. His process provides laser focus on the execution of the plan. Johns
coaching and accountability teaches business leaders not to be distracted by bells, whistles, or fads. His leadership experience covers every
level of management from front line supervisor to becoming the former CEO of the Innisbrook Leadership Institute. His leadership track record
includes leadership positions at the Executive Education team at Ford Motor Company, Oakwood Healthcare, Comcast University and the St
John Healthcare system.

Mar 21: A Master Class in Strategic Thinking for Senior Managers and Executives
This session will give audience participants a clear look at how to think about crafting a strategy that builds a distinctive competitive advantage.
The first part of the session looks at the four essential ingredients of strategy: clear mission and vision, choice of competitive strategy, economic
basis of profit, and critical success factors. We then apply these ingredients to sharpen our understanding of 1) customers' needs, 2)
competitors' moves, 3) attaining strategic alignment, 4) innovating for the future, and 5) preparing for disruption. A variety of individual and group
exercises will encourage participants to actively use these frameworks in a way where they can actually apply their ideas in their workplaces too.
Dr. David Lei is Associate Professor of Strategy and Entrepreneurship at the Edwin L. Cox School of Business at Southern Methodist University
in Dallas, Texas. He has co-authored the book, "Strategic Management: Building and Sustaining Competitive Advantage". He has also
consulted with a wide variety of companies in the past 15 years including Fidelity Investments, IBM, Microsoft, Verizon and Texas Instruments.

Apr 11: From Player to Coach: Making the Successful Transition to Management
The transition from star player to team coach is a tremendous leap. All too often new managers are thrown into challenging circumstances with
limited support and resources. With increasing globalization and the move to virtual environments, managing is more complex than ever before.
As an organizational psychologist, Dr. Woodward believes that effective management is rooted in understanding the psychology of human
nature.
Dr. Michael Woodward is a certified professional coach who works with both private and corporate clients on building management/leadership
capacity and the psychology of career engagement in the New Economy. He is the founder and president of Human Capital Integrated (HCI)
and is author of the Amazon.com top selling job book "The YOU Plan: A 5-step guide to Taking Charge of Your Career in the New Economy".

May 23: Boosting Productivity: Gaining Back Time for Yourself and Your Team
Do you have employees or colleagues with access to your schedule who turn your calendar into a circus? Do you or your team ever have to put
in frantic hours to finish projects at the last minute? Have you ever muttered a phrase like, I didnt get anything done today or I wish I had more
time? Busy professionals lose up to three hours per day from time leaks. Interruptions, procrastination, distractions, putting out fires, and battling
overwhelm are all slow leaks that steal your time when youre not looking. In the business world, this adds up to over ten thousand dollars of lost
time per employee each year. In your personal world, this equates to more stress and less quality time with your loved ones. This interactive
seminar will give you a crash course on the strategies and tactics that you can implement immediately in order to improve your negotiations with
time, plug these time leaks, and tell your time what to do!
By teaching go-getters how to improve their efficiency, Time Management Fixer Helene Segura, MA Ed, CPO helps companies and agencies
lower employee stress levels, decrease absenteeism, improve retention and leadership, and increase revenue. Known for her
thought-provoking, yet entertaining time management keynotes and seminars that teach practical productivity tools, Helene delivers an
experience that resonates deeply and inspires change. Helene has been the featured organizational expert in more than 150 media interviews
and is the author of three books - two of which were Amazon best-sellers. Her latest book, The Inefficiency Assassin: Time Management Tactics
for Working Smarter, Not Longer (New World Library), is the go- to time management resource for thousands of professionals around the world.

Jun 13: How to Reach, Teach and Engage Various Generations in the Workplace
Sheer demographics suggest that, in the very near future, we will feel strain on our generational talent pools and, consequently, organizational
productivity. This seminar will provide leaders with insights and strategies for attracting, engaging and developing talent from all generations, as
well as for enhancing intergenerational communication, productivity and results.
Dr. Jan Ferri-Reed is a seasoned consultant and President of KEYGroup, a 28-year Pittsburgh-based speaking, education and assessment firm.
She has presented a variety of programs to thousands of managers and employees in a diverse range of organizations across the globe. She
provides guidance, wisdom and wit to leaders who want to create productive and profitable workplaces.

Jul 23: Take Your High-Performance Leadership Thinking to the Next Level.
High-Performance Leaders are achievement oriented. They are visionary, purposeful, decisive and they get results. At the same time, they
relate well to people. They are compassionate, authentic and courageous. But what sets them apart is they have great self awareness and
systems awareness. This enables them to effectively navigate stress and change. As High Performance Conscious Leaders, they have the
capacity to create highly engaged cultures that drive greater business performance and thriving enterprises. Through a mix of groundbreaking
science, story, and experiential learning, youll learn a powerful neuroscience and mindfulness-based 4-step system to learn new ways to master
stress, transform your mindset, take your leadership to the next level and make an even bigger difference in the lives of those who you serve.
Dr. Daniel Friedland, is an expert on the science and practice of High-Performance Conscious Leadership and author of Leading Well from
Within: A Neuroscience and Mindfulness-Based Framework for Conscious Leadership. Dr. Danny helps leaders and their organizations leverage
neuroscience and mindfulness-based skills and practices to better navigate stress, clarify vision and purpose, and create high performing teams
and thriving cultures to multiply their success and positive impact in the world. His expertise from publishing one of the early textbooks on
Evidence-Based Medicine has enabled him to apply science-based solutions to leadership growth and development. He not only understands
the science of leadership, but having served as the Founding Chair of the Academy of Integrative Health and Medicine and Co-Chairman of the
San Diego Chapter of Conscious Capitalism, intimately understands the blessings and challenges of leadership, and the growth it asks. He
serves as the CEO of SuperSmartHealth, where he provides keynote addresses, workshops and executive coaching to cultivate High
Performance Conscious Leadership. He speaks at national and global conferences and his clients include Fortune 500 companies and
healthcare systems.

Aug 22: Executive Presence: Convey Confidence and Command Respect as a Leader
Executive presence means conveying confidence as a business leader, commanding respect, and having a professional magnetism that
influences others. Executive presence trades passivity and self-doubt for self-assurance, decisiveness, and bold decision making. With this
program, leaders will gain the tools to develop their executive presence and become the elite performers who influence outcomes, contribute to
major decisions, and drive change for the betterment of the company. They will create a consistent view of themselves as a compelling force
inside an organization. They will learn how to utilize executive presence to shape and positively affect the outcome of situations.
Joel Garfinkle is recognized as one of the top 50 executive coaches in the U.S., having worked with many of the worlds leading companies. His
clientele comprises a distinguished and diverse international client base, including Oracle, Google, Amazon, Deloitte, Ritz-Carlton, Bank of
America, Starbucks, and many others.

Sep 17: Managing & Leading: Strategies to Help You Excel at Both
This session will explore the essential strategies and techniques required to powerfully lead and manage simultaneously from the same role.
Being a manager is one of the most arduous and yet most valuable roles in any organization. The challenge lies in dealing with the expectations
of those above and below you while also contributing to people's success around you. When you master this, you will discover how to impact
any organization from the middle. You will leave this class with the skills needed to powerfully evolve into a successful Manager.
Ms. Ann Tardy, a former Silicon Valley corporate attorney and a current leadership expert, speaker, and author, Ann has been studying how
people impact organizations from the middle for over 25 years. As the author of four books, Ann serves as the Founder and CEO of LifeMoxie
Mentoring & Leadership and the Founder and Director of The Mentoring Council. She has cycled from San Francisco to New Jersey and down
each coast in a quest to discover what people love about their jobs. Her documentary Work Matters captured the interviews she conducted on
the bike.

Oct 15: Moving from Operational Management to Strategic Leadership
This seminar provides a practical framework for thinking and leading strategically in the new market landscape. Through expert content,
carefully curated case examples, captivating leadership portraits, insightful strategic dialogue, and impactful development tools, Dr. Kuhn will
lead participants through an engaging exploration of the fundamental shifts in mindset, language, and lens needed to break the shackles of
short-termism and incrementalism and cross the chasm from operational management to strategic leadership.
Dr. Jeffrey Kuhn is a distinguished thinker, author, strategy advisor, and speaker with expertise uniquely positioned at the intersection of
strategy, innovation, growth, and organizational renewal. His work centers on helping senior leaders elevate their thinking during times of
transformation and capitalize on emerging growth opportunities. He is the founder of KuhnStrategic, a New York-based strategy and executive
development consultancy that works with business leaders worldwide to build the organizational mindset and muscle to unlock new market
growth. He holds a doctorate from Columbia University, and has served as an adjunct professor at Columbia Business School, and Teachers
College, Columbia University. He is a founding member of the London-based Strategic Management Forum, and is a Fellow at the Royal
Society of Arts. He is the author of Beyond the Mirage: Thinking and Leading Strategically in the New Market Landscape (in press, LID
Publishing, 2017).

Nov 14: One Day MBA: The Tools you need to reach the next level
All managers need a broad perspective to effectively deal with the complex challenges they face daily. To develop this skill, this one-day
seminar presents many of the tools and techniques found in MBA programs today. Specifically, participants will examine how basic business
processes drive financial results, learn how effective risk management can improve business planning and decision making, and explore how
financial and non-financial measures can best be used to evaluate operating results.
Dr. Barsky is currently a professor at the Villanova University School of Business. He has also taught as a visiting professor in the Executive
MBA program at Washington University in St. Louis and the INSEAD MBA program in Europe. He has been a faculty member with the Institute
for Management Studies since 2001. His research and teaching focus on performance measurement, business planning, risk assessment, and
contemporary financial reporting issues. Dr. Barsky develops and delivers executive education programs for various Fortune 100 companies,
global professional services firms, and industry associations in North America and Europe. In addition to professional experience in the fields of
accounting and finance as an analyst, auditor, and business consultant, Dr. Barsky has also served on business advisory boards and as the
Treasurer for a retailing cooperative. He has authored five books and published over seventy articles in various academic and professional
journals, including Strategic Finance, The Economist, Best Practices in Executive Decision Making, Commercial Lending Review, Corporate
Finance Review, and Advances in Business Education and Training.

Dec 05: A Womans Guide to Leadership: Communication, Credibility, and Influence
This program identifies steps women can take to navigate advancement to leadership. You will receive practical advice, techniques and
strategies for getting a seat at the table, as well as tips for communicating with credibility. The focus of the session will be real-life case studies,
self-assessments, experiential exercises and action steps that help women transcend barriers and enhance their leadership opportunities.
Dr. Audrey Nelson is an internationally recognized trainer, keynote speaker, author and consultant who helps organizations increase their
productivity and profitability through winning communication strategies. She specializes in interpersonal communication, conflict management,
and gender communication skills. Dr. Nelsons professional background includes 10 years teaching in the Department of Communication at the
University of Colorado, Boulder. She holds a B.A., M.A. and Ph.D. in Communication. She conducted post-doctoral work at Warnborough
College in Oxford, England, in gender communication. Thirty years ago, she co-founded and served as president for the Organization for the
Research on Women and Communication. The U.S. State Department sent Audrey to represent the US Embassy in South Korea on the status
of women in the workplace. Audrey is a published author. You Dont Say: Navigating Nonverbal Communication Between the Sexes (Prentice
Hall, 2004) was published in six languages. She co-authored Code Switching: How to Talk so Men will Listen (Penguin-Alpha Books, 2009) and
The Gender Communication Handbook: Conquering Conversational Collisions Between Men and Women (Pfeiffer 2012).
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